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A Numerical Method for the Minimum Norm

Solution to the First Kind Integral Equations
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ABSTRACT. This paper introduces a numerical method approximat
ing the minimum norm solution to the first kind integral equation 
Kf = g with its kernel satisfying a certain property, where g belongs 
to the range space of K, Most of the existing expansion methods 
suffer from choosing a set of basis functions, whereas this method 
automatically provides an optimal set of basis functions approximat
ing the minimum norm solution of Kf = g. Perturbation results and 
numerical experiments are also provided to analyze this method.

1. Introduction.
Unless otherwise stated, throughout this paper it is assumed that 

K : £2［色 이 — •心2(<*4 is an integral operator defined by =
with the kernel function k(x,y) 6 刀2(|心서］ x ［a리)? 

kx is defined to be y), g belongs to the range space of
and all functions are real-valued for simplicity of exposition. Then it 
is clear that If is a bounded linear compact operator and the least 
squares solution of minimum norm to Kf = g is the same as its 
minimum norm solution. Here, an element /o € 刀2 ［色 b］ is said to be 
a least squares solution of minimum norm(LSSMN) to Kf = g i£ fQ 
is a least squares solution to Kf = g and || fQ || < || || for any other
least squares solution fi to Kf = g.
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Some notations and basic terminologies used in this paper are pro
vided below. The symbol (•, •) and || • || will denote the generic inner 
product and the associated norm in a Hilbert space, respectively. If M 
is a subset of a Hilbert space H, then M丄 will denote the orthogonal 
complement of M, i.e.,

쑈丄 = {/ e 石 | (/, 우) = 0 for all 오 e M}.

니M will denote the closed linear span of M. If T is a bounded linear 
operator from a Hilbert space Hi into a Hilbert space H2, then T* 
will denote the adjoint of T. That is, 1* : H2 — JH\ is the bounded 
linear operator defined by (Tx^y) = (:for all ⑦ G 上五 and 
y € U.2^ N(T) and J?(T) will denote the null and range space of T, 
respectively. The operator 2거 : 2?(T)+2?(Z)丄 — Hi called the Moore- 
Penrose generalized inverse of T assigns to each g € 2?(T) + J?(T)丄 

the least squares solution of minimum norm(LSSMN) of the equation 
Tf = 9 [3].

This paper considers a numerical method for finding the minimum 
』L2-norm solution to the first kind integral equation = g(x)
for all x G [c?d]. Section 2 provides some theoretical results for a 
numerical method, Section 3 contains perturbation results for this 
method, and Sections 4 and 5 contain numerical results and conclu
sions, respectively.

2. Theoretical Results and Numerical Method.
It was assumed that the kernel of the integral operator K 

is in 刀2([仁리 x [a, 6]). Then, by Fabini’s theorem, dy =
J^l^x(!/)|2 dy exists for almost all 2; G [c, <4 and is a measurable func
tion of x. But it is not true that J^|fcx(y)|2 dy exists for all a; G [c, d] 
or that (Kf^x) = J：k(x,y)f(y)dy exists for all 2: G [c,d]. For this 

reason, we define a class of integral operators K with kernel k(x, y) 
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satisfying a special property, so that a numerical method approximat
ing the minimum norm solution to (2〔f)(⑦) = g心r) for all a: G [c, d\ 
can be considered.

DEFINITION 2.1. The integral operator K with kernel function 
k(x,y) is said to satisfy Property (c) i£

(a) kx G L2 [a, 이 for all x € [c, </], and
(b) if (7T/)(2：) = 0 a.e. for a J G 꾸仙리, then (A\f)(:r) = 0 for 

all a; € [c, J].

From the condition (a) and Schwarz inequality, it is easy to show 
that (2f/)(:r) exists for all x € [c, d\ whenever / € If 즈(的 J/) is
a continuous function on [c, d] x [a, 6], then it is obvious that K satisfies 
Property (c). Now an important result for the integral operator K 
satisfying Property (c) is described.

THEOREM 2.2. If the integral operator K satisfies Property (c), 
then

川(호) 丄 = \/仏시zG[c,J]}.

PROOF. Let M = {kx I X G [c, J]} and let /0 € M丄. Then for all 
x € [c, d], (/o, kx) = 0. Thus for all x E[c^d\

(KfQ)(x)= f k(x,y)fo(y)dy = (kx,fo) = O.
J a

The above equality is valid since all functions are assumed to be real 
valued. It implies that fQ G N(K). Thus, M丄 C Hence, it 
follows that

N(K)보 C M丄丄 = \f{kx I a: G [c,d]}.
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Conversely, let /o € N(JK). Then (K/o)(：r) = 0 for almost all a: G 
[c, c?]. Since K satisfies Property (c), (K/o)(^) = 0 for all ⑦ G [c,d]. 
Then for x G [c, d],

(★z,/o)= [ kx(y)f0(y)dy = f k(x,y)fQ(<y)dy = (K/q^x) = 0.
J a J a

It follows that kx G 7V(2f)丄 for all 흐 € [c,d]. Thus,

\f{kx |xG[c,d]}c7\『GK)\

Therefore, the equality of this theorem is proved, o

Recall that f()is the minimum norm solution to Kf = if and 
only if Kfo = g and fo G 八『(K")丄. Therefore, Theorem 2.2 tells us 
that /o can be approximated as closely as desired by (finite) linear 
combinations of the k/s.

For given n points :2:1,2:29 • • ’n, the next theorem shows how 
to choose constants Ci,C2, • • - ,cn so that 乞스斗幻즈酌 will best ap
proximate the minimum norm solution fo to Kf = g in the £2- 
norm without knowing /o, that is, only g(x) and the kernel k(x^y) 
need to be known to determine the cfs. Most expansion meth
ods for solving the first kind integral equations pick the constants 
心1,仁2,•••，仁n to minimize the norm of the residual instead of the 
norm difference from the desired solution. Let c = (ci,C2, • • ‘ ,cn)T, 
b = (g(a；i),Xw),… ,g(xn))T and let A be the nxn matrix whose ij- 
th component is (kx., kXi). With this notation, the following theorem 
is obtained.

THEOREM 2.3. If fa is the minimum norm solution to the first 
kind integral equation Kf = g with Property (c), then the minimum 
of || fo — 乞|| over all constants ci,C2, • • ‘ ,cn occurs when c
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is a solution of Ax = b. Moreover, the value of fn = is
■누

independent of which solution c of Ax = b one takes.

PROOF. By an important property of Hilbert spaces, || 九 一 

E〕)=icjkxj || is minimized when the cfs are chosen so that 리스己句즈可 

is the orthogonal projection of /o onto y{kXl^kX2^ - • • ,kXn}. Hence 
for each i, 

n n
CA) —〉: 心:洪可, kXi) = 0, i.e., (/o, kx.) = 으〕(저여, )cj«

j=i J=i

On the other hand,

(fo,kXi)= f fo(y)kXi(y)dy = f k(xhy)f0(y) dy = g(xi).
J a J a

This proves the first part.
The second part follows immediately from the uniqueness of the or

thogonal projection fn = CjkXj of fQ onto、/{kXl,kX2, • • -，으n}•

In Theorem 2.3, if kx. ’s are linearly independent, then A is positive 
—으

definite and hence the unique solution to Ax = b can b found numeri
cally using the Cholesky factorization. But there are often some cases 
where kXj’s are linearly dependent. In this case, Theorem 2.3 shows 
that any solution to Ax = b can be used to form an approximate solu
tion CjkXj of /()• Therefore, the minimum solution, c = j4』&, to 
the linear system Ax = b can be used to find an apprixmate solution 
fn of the form cjkXj • Recall that if A = U^VT is the singu
lar value decomposition of A, then c = A^b = VSU/흐g where S’ is 
the diagonal matrix obtained by taking the reciprocals of the nonzero 
elements in the diagonal matrix S [5].

In what follows, it will be considered how given n, an optimal set 
of n points Xi,:四, • • •，그n can be chosen so that 리丄 Cjkx. can best 
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approximate the minimum norm solution, fQ,oiKf = g. Let fn = 
乞즈느 Cjkx. be the approximate solution obtained by Theorem 2.3 for 
the minimum norm solution fo to Kf = g. Then, it is easy to show 
that

n
Lfo —/nil2 = ll/oll2 — ||/n||2 and ||/n||2 = £=(=).

t=l

By virture of Theorem 2.3 and the above argument, the following 
theorem which provides a numerical method can be easily stated.

THEOREM 2.4. Let fQ be the minimum norm solution to Kf = g 
and let n be a fixed number. Then, to minimize ||九 一 丁) CjkXj || 
over aM ci, C2, • • •, cn and ⑦i, ⑦2, • • •, ⑦n, one need only solve: minimize 
- 乞;=1 cjg(xj) over all ⑦ 1,휴2, • • •，즈n, where (ci,C2, • • •，心n)T = 
and b = (功(⑦ 1), 우(⑦2), … , 이(⑦n))T-

Notice that ||/o||2 being unknown does not inhibit solving this min
imization problem. Since —||/n||2 = —沙(⑦j) in Theorem 2.4 
can be thought of as a function of n variables, ：ri, ⑦么, • • ’ , ⑦n, we have 
a problem of minimizing the nonlinear function F(:心1, 으2, • • • ,^n) = 
-$2；=1cjg(xj} subject to c < x, < d (i = 1,2, • • - , n). This mini
mization problem can be solved numerically by a subroutine E04JAF 
in the NAG (Numerical Algorithms Group) library. Once n is given, 
this numerical method provides an optimal set of n points and n basis 
functions to approximate the minimum norm solution f()o£ Kf = g. 
Since an optimal number of n yielding the ”best” possible approximate 
solution is not known in advance, the numerical method is repeated 
starting from n = 1 until certain criteria are satisfied. The criteria 
used in this algorithm are || g-Kfn ||< 1()—n or (|| fn ||2 - || 1 ||2
) < IO”"13. Here, the condition (|| fn ||2 — || f—가 ||2) < 10“13 means 
that fn is almost as close to f()as fn_i on computers with about 15 
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decimal digits of accuracy, in other words, more iterations exceeding 
this n may not produce the better approximate solution to fo. The 
tolerance 10“"13 was found on the basis of numerical experiments.

3. Perturbation Results.
From now on, let Pn，조 denote an orthogonal projection of N(K)丄 

onto V{fcX1, - - - , kXn}^ where :z：i,：z：2, • • -，⑦n are n points in the 
interval [<?,</]. Let Jo and f： denote the minimum norm solutions to 
Kf = g and Kf = g€ respectively. In the previous section, for the 
compact integral operator K satisfying Property (c) it was shown that 
N(K)보 = y{kx \ c < x < d} and the ”best” approximate solution fn 
on V{人, kX2- , kXn } for the minimum norm solution 九 to Kf = g 
is given by fn = Pn,조fo, see Theorem 2.3. From Theorem 2.2, fn can 
approximate fo arbitrarily closely in the by an appropriate
choice of n and :ri,a：2, • • •，⑦m

The problem Kf = g is said to be well-posed if the restriction 
of K to 2\『(20丄 has a continuous inverse on i.e., KJ/히)丄 : 

N(K)노 —> R(K) has a continuous inverse, i.e., there exists a constant 
C > 0 such that || fQ — f； ||< C || gr — / || for all gr, / e R(K) [6]. 
The problem Kf = g is called ill-posed if Kf = g is not well-po용ed. 
Since it is well-known that the problem of solving first kind integral 
equations is ill-posed, two new definitions are introduced below for 
the purpose of seeing how serious the ill-posedness of the problem is. 
All subspaces mentioned in this section are assumed to be closed sets.

DEFINITION 3.1. The problem Kf = g is stable on a subspace M 
of N(K)보 if there exists (7 > 0 such that || A —/： || ：玄 C || 우一g广 || for 
all g, g€ E R(K), where fs = PfQ, f： = Pf흐 and P is the orthogonal 
projection of 丄 onto M. Here, /o and f$ are the minimum norm 
solutions to Kf = g and Kf = g€ respectively.

DEFINITION 3.2. The problem Kf = g is well-posed on a subspace 
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M of 2\『(K")丄 if there exists C > 0 such that || /d —|| 玄 C || 우一|| 

for all g『, g€ 6 K(M).

Note that if Kf = g is well-posed, then Kf = g is well-posed on 
every subspace of 7\『(2f)丄. Hence, Kf = g is well-posed on N(K)丄 
if and only if Kf = g is well-posed. It is also clear that Kf = g is 
stable on J\『(J0丄 if and only if the problem Kf = gr is well-posed. 
It was shown in [4] that bounded linear operators with closed range 
have continuous Moore-Penrose generalized inverses. Thus, Kf = g 
is well-posed when R(K) is closed.

THEOREM 3.3. If M is a subspace of JV(K)丄 such that K(M) is 
closed, then K is well-posed on M,

PROOF. Define Km = K\m : M -스 L2[c^d\. Then, Km is a 
bounded linear operator with closed range and hence || K& || is 
bounded. Let Kf^ = g, Kf： = g€ e 2【’(Af), where fo, f： E M. 
Then fo = K^g and f： = K^g€ and hence

II 代 — /시I = II Kl才 — K나 || < || K느 || || g£ — g || •

Thus K is well-posed on M. o

COROLLARY 3.4. If K satisfies Property (c), then Kf = g is well- 
posed on V{fcX1,,kXn}.

Let T be a compact integral operator from £2(^,6] into 푸仏北小 

Recall that a subspace M reduces T if T(Af) C M and T(Af丄) C

THEOREM 3.5. If M is a subspace of N(T)보 such that T(Af) is 
closed and M reduces T, then Tf = g is stable on M.

To prove this theorem, define the operator Tm = T\m : M —> 
L：2[<z, 이 • Let P be the orthogonal projection of £么 [이, 6] onto Af, and 
Q be the orthogonal projection of £2 [色 b] onto the closed subspace 
2?(rm) = T(M). Define S = T^QT : L2[a,b] — M.
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Lemma 3.6. S = P.

Proof. Since L2[a,b] = N(T) © N(T)丄 = N(T) © M © (M丄 A 
2\『(T)丄), for each h G L2[a, b] h = hi + h2 + h3, where G N(T), h2 € 
M and A3 G M丄 Pl 7\『(T)丄. Since Ph = 成 for each h € 刀么 仏, 이, it is 
sufficient to show that Sh = 스 for each h G 刀2[시, &]• In fact,

sh = ctXqt)(/o =crXQT)(Ai + h2 + 仏) 

= (T^Q)(Th2 + Th3)=TX(QTh2 + QTh3).

Since M reduces T, T(M丄) C Af 丄 C (T(M))丄 and hence QTh^ = 0 
and QTh2 = T/z^ Thus, one obtains

Sh = T^Th2 = T^Tmh2 = h2.

This last equality holds because M C』V(T)丄 implies N(Tm) = {0} 
and hence T^Tmf = f for all / € M.

Proof OF Theorem 3.5. Let g and g€ be in jR(T), and let /o 
and /q be the minimum norm solutions to Tf = g and Tf = gK, 
respectively. From the definition of it follows that T^g = T후Qg. 
From Lemma 3.6, S = P and hence

% = W)g = tXqt/o = SfQ = P/o,

= = =g€ = T^QTf： = Sf： = Pf：.

Then, it is obtained

II fs — /： II = II Pf0 — Pf： II = II T^g — n/ II < II TX II I山 — / II •

Since T(Af) is closed, || || is bounded. Thus, Tf = g is stable on
M.
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Since invariant subspaces of a self-adjoint operator are reducing, 
the reducing subspace hypothesis on M in the above theorem can 
be weakened to M only being an invariant subspace when T is self- 
adjoint, i.e., T* = T. The following theorem provides an upper bound 
for || fn — || when K satisfies Property (c).

THEOREM 3.7. Let K satisfy Property (c) and let 서 be the small
est nonzero singular value of A. Then for all g, g€ G

|Lfn —/： || 리 6 자이I,
V

where b = (改⑬))흐!, b€ = fn = Pn,sfQ, = Pn,sf：, and
•A = (<Zjj)gy=i and ctij = (kXj, kx^ )•

PROOF. Let g and g€ be in R(K). Then one obtains

ll/n—/：l|2 = PnX/0—히)||2 
n

t=l
= (Af(5_ 序), 주)

% ⑷ iiii8—h2,

where the last inequality is the Schwarz inequality on Rn. Since A is 
a symmetric, positive semi-definite matrix, the singular values of A 
are the eigenvalues of A and hence ||』4』|| = 支. Therefore, the proof 
is complete.

To prove the following theorem, let M = V{fcX1, AX2,..., kXn} and 
let A be an n x n matrix defined as in the above theorem.
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THEOREM 3.8. Let Al be the smallest nonzero singular value of 
A. If K satisfies Property （c）, then for every nonzero f G £2 [«, 이

쀼버 玄 min{l,\ ggp시|2 > , and

A 으 湖 乞비유：’허 으 f sup （혀*』 ’

- 11/11 te ）

where fn = Pn,호f（） and f（）is the orthogonal projection of f onto 
7\『（10丄. Moreover, if A is nonsingular, then 서 = inf yw 公라管"

/#o 11 히1

PROOF. Let y be a nonzero function in £2[시,外 Then, ||/n（| < 
H/oll < ll/H and hence < 1. Put g = Kf = KfQ. Applying 
Theorem 3.7 for this g G jR（JV）, one obtains

n n
ILM2引⑷ llE"：）l2 = I凶 11D（猛w2

i=l i=l
n n

= 1凶11乞>어,/）總 1凶 II （£ II M2） ILfll2.

i=l i=l

Since || A） ||= •&, the first inequality of this theorem follows from the 
above inequalities. For the proof of the second inequality, let f G M. 
From above, for all f € 刀2 [⑷ 이

n n
II fn II2 < II ⑷ ll£l（猛,/oi^ArQKk어,/0）|2.

i=l i=!

Hence 사 < ☆기이 . Now let f = f0 = fn e M to obtain
II Jn II

서 으陽 

/#0

I3i=i 1（스心/）12 

——『71F—으
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Let f = 으리!(〕ikXi € M and let c = (c,) € Rn- Then

. f 1X1 耐기,/)I1 2 
燃—T71F—

1, if y < 흐;

0, otherwise.

(Ag； A6)

사% (Ac,c) 
(A引引구o v

GW) 

c£Rn (*；*) 

Ac^O
-1

(O 
휴N(i)丄 (刀흐刀石) 

. Ac^O

q《W 
sup 스—==z 

deR(A) (서, <0 
\ 규 0

<

sup (J, A^d) 
石EH(』4)
\ I 시 1=1 /

Hence, the second inequality is proved. If A is nonsingular, then 
』R(A) = Rn and hence from above

sup (d, A^d) 
deR(A)

\ II 히=1

= PHi=Ap

This completes the proof.

Corollary 3.4 shows that if the compact operator K satisfies Prop
erty (c), then Kf = g is well-posed on M = V{kX1,k가,… ,kXn}. 
The next example shows that Kf = g is not necessarily stable on M.

EXAMPLE 3.9. Let K : L：z[0,1] — [0,1] be an integral operator
with the kernel k(x, y) given by

臥⑦川) = ‘
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Since (K/)(:r) = f： f(y) dy is continuous on [0,1] for f G X2IP，1], 
K clearly satisfies Property (c). It can be easily shown that is a 
compact operator with N(K) = {0}. Thus if 우(0) = 0, 功'(흐) exists on 
[0,1] and gr' € L2 [0,1], then the integral equation (Kf^x) = g(x), 0 < 
x < has the minimum norm solution g' G L2 [0,1] which belongs to 
N(K)노. Put g(x) = x and g€(x) = :r+ 서/€, where 0 < e < 1. Clearly 
g and ge G -R(Jf). Let n = 1 and M = V{fci}. Then /()= ]., f： = 
1 + |서'6-1, || g€ - 引|2 = 5두; — 0 as e — 0, and

/n — /： = Pn(f0 — 히) =Pn(자1/-1)

I 石 — b^\ = \g(xi) — 아 (O|=|(7f/o)(:r0 — (水이)(꺼)|

= 1(유.,/0 — 尙|=|(店,水(/0—히))|

= I(A“-아)| <|| Ullff-/ || .

1 쎼 수느. 
(Ai, M )

Hence || /« — /： || = 1 for all 0 < e < 1.

Notice that in the above example || 6 — be || = 1 even if lim || 
g — g€ || = 0. Thus, Theorem 3.7 tells us that || fn — /： || may 
not converge to 0. From Example 3.9, it can be easily shown that 
서 0 J?(Jf*), i.e., 紅 6 J?(2C*) — I?(水*).

THEOREM 3.10. If K : L2[a, 6] -스 L2[c, d\ satisfies Property (c) 
and M = V{A:ri,• -- ykXn} C 2?(2f*), then Kf = g is stable on 
M.

PROOF. Let g, g€ G -R(K), and let b = (오(:囚)) and be = (grc(:囚)). 

Since kXi € for i = 1,2, … ,n, there exists an 7公 G 刀2[仁, <4 
such that K*hi = kXi for each i. Hence, one obtains
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Using Theorem 3.7, it is obtained

||/n-/：|| 세느세

V人 i
으/르1=* …히 

우/드 II … II,

where C = max{|| hi || : 1 < z < n} and 서 is the smallest nonzero 
singular value of the matrix A. Hence Kf = g『 is stable on M.

4. Numerical Results.
All computer runs were done in double precision on the Hitachi 

Data Systems (HDS) AS/9160 using the IBM VS FORTRAN compiler 
and using the MVS operating system. Double precision arithmetic on 
this machine means about 15 decimal digits of accuracy. The integer 
n is the number of functions, kx’s, that were used. The minimum 
norm solution to the n x n linear system Ax = 6, see Theorem 2.3 
for notation, was obtained using LINPACK [2] subroutine DSVDC. 
All integral equations tested were of the form J： k(x, y)f(y) dy = 
gr(x), 0 < a; < 1. Therefore, the ij-th component of A is

어i = •人:知) = / k(xj,y)k(xi,y)dy-
Jq

This integral was calculated by the exact arithmetic formula if pos
sible. Otherwise, it was approximated by breaking the interval [0,1] 
into m subintervals and applying the Gauss-Legendre 4-point rule to 
each subinterval. This type of numerical integration method is called 
the repeated (m-panel) Gauss-Legendre 4-point rule. For the purpose 
of evaluating the algorithm, the minimum norm solution, /o(y), was 
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entered into the program as a function statement and = 우(:z가) was 
then calculated by

오Oi) = k($ti,y)f(y)dy,

where f(y) is some given function used to determine g(x) and may 
be different from /o(y). The above integral used to compute g(xi) 
was calculated by the exact arithmetic formula if possible, otherwise 
it was approximated by the repeated (3m-panel) Gauss-Legendre 4- 
point rule. 3m panels were used instead of m panels in order to 
get more accurate calculation for g(xi). Once an approximate so
lution fn(y) = 乞Q=1cjkXj(y) for Jo has been calculated, three dif
ferent kinds of errors - L2NM, AE and RE - between f0(y) and 
fn(y) = (J/) were approximated. Specifically, L2NM is
an approximation to || fa — /n||2 by the repeated (4-panel) Gauss- 
Legendre 4-point rule, AE = — fn(y)\ | y G S}, and
RE = max{|/0(t/) — /n(!/)| / |/o(!/)| \ y E S, fQ(y) 羊 아, where 
S = | n = 0,1, • • • , 100}. RES denotes an approximation to
the residual given by max{|(7if/n)(a:) — g(x)\ | x G S}. The Fortran 
code for this numerical method is available from the author upon 
request. The following example describes a special property for the 
integral operators with smooth kernels.

EXAMPLE 4.1. Let K : ‘ L2[0,1] —> £2[o, 1] be defined by 
/：k(x,y)f(y)dy, 0 < x < 1, where f G 刀2【0,l] and = 

ex기, sin(:z:히), or cos(xy). Then N(K) = {0}, that is, 7\『(7f)丄 = 

刀2 [0,1] • To show this, first consider the integral operator K with 
the kernel k(x,y) = sin(a:y). Suppose that f € TV’(K’). Since sm(xy) 
is continuous,

= j sin(:z：2/)/(?/) dy = 0 for all a: G [0,1].
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With the help of the real analysis on integration, one obtains for each 
a： e [0,1]

百호 J sin(xy)f(y) dy = J cos(xy)yf(y) dy = 0.

It follows that J：yf(y)dy = 0 for any f G N(K) and hence y E 
丄. Differentiating the integral equation = 0, 0 <

a: < 1, with respect to x (2n — l)-times, where n = 2,3, • • •, one ob
tains 어2—1 e 2\『(J0丄 for n = 2,3, … . Therefore, V{j/, 이3, 이5, … } C 
N(K)^. Since SX12^T 스 乞오=1느 = °°，切 Muntz’s Theorem 
in [1] the linear span of {y, y3,J/5, • • • } is dense in £2[0,1]. There
fore, 7\『(K)丄 = £2[0,1]. For the kernel k(x,y) = cos(:ry) or ex기, it 
can be easily shown in a similar manner as was done for the kernel 
k(x^y) = sin(:ry).

Since the integral operator K : 刀：z[0,1] — 刀2p, 1] with e허', sin(^j/), 
or cos(xy) as its kernel satisfies Property (c), by Theorem 2.2 and Ex
ample 4.1 刀2[0,1] = V{e에' | 0 < a < 1} = V{cos(에/) | 0 < a < 1} = 
V{sin(aj/) | 0 < a < 1}. Since N(K)보 = L2P, 1], any solution in 
1이[0,1] to Kf = g is the unique minimum norm solution to Kf = g 
and R(K) is infinite dimensional.

For all the examples given below, n initial points :z：i,⑦幻• •’ ^xn in 
the interval [0,1] are chosen by the formula :r오 = 느 or ⑬ = •뉴j for 
i = 1, • • • ,n. It is observed that there is a small difference between 
these two choices in some of test problems. For this case, the better 
results are reported. EX denotes the number of test problems, 
denotes the kernel function, and Nopt denotes an optimal number of 
basis functions that yields the ” best” possible approximate solution. 
Table 1 contains numerical results for the problems for which R(K) 
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is finite dimensional, Table 2 contains numerical results for the case 
where R(K) is infinite dimensional, and Table 3 contains numerical 
results for problems with a Volterra kernel and a Green’s function 
kernel.

Table 1 : Numerical results for EX 1 to EX 5
EX 1 2 3 4 5
f(y) 砂 y2 4- 2y - 1 3 2/ 4- 2 sin(y) (1十 !/)/4
fo(y) (18 — 6e)y 

+4e - 10
f(y) f(y) f(y)

A(x,2/) 후 _ y (a? _ y)2 (« — y)3 cos(:e _ y) 1 + xy if Q < x < 1/2
1 if 1/2 < 1

L2NM 2.3 x 10-15 6.5 x 10-15 6.9 x 10“13 6.9 X IO”15 5.3 x 10-16
AE 2.4 x 10“15 7.6 x IO-45 1.2 x 10“13 7.3 X 10-15 1.1 x 10-15
RE 9.5 x 10“16 3.0 x IO”13 5.9 x 10“13 7.2 X IO”13 2.2 x 10“15

RES 2.9 x 10-16 3.6 x 10“16 2.2 x 10—14 1.8 x 10-15 2.8 x 10—16
Nopt 3 4 5 3 3

Table 2 : Numerical results for EX 6 to EX 10
EX 6 7 8 . 9 10
f(y) cos 2y siny 1 - 2히 y 1-Fy2
fo(y) f(y) f(y) %) f(y) f(y)

*(«,!/) cos(xy) exy e=y sin(xy) cos(xy)
L2NM 3.0 x IO-5 5.4 x IO-7 7.2 x 10“6 3.5 x IO-9 1.1 x IO-7

AE 6.2 x IO-5 1.5 x 10”6 1.2 x IO-5 8.0 X IO-9 2.4 x 10”7
RE 4.1 x IO-4 4.5 x IO-5 7.0 x IO-5 1.4 x 10-8 1.8 x 10—7

RES 4.3 x 10-13 8.0 x 10“13 1.7 x IO”12 3.7 x IO-1' 5.6 x 10-13
11 12 10 9 7

Table 3 : Numerical results for EX 11 to EX 13
EX 11 12 13
f(y) y G/ —1)72
fo(y) f(y) f(y) f(y)

A(a?, 히) ®(1 - j/) if 2? < j/ x(l -y) if X <y (x - y) if y < x
!/(l - x) if X > 1/ 2/(1 - x) if 2/ > x 0 if y > x

L2NM 5.9 x 10”8 2.9 x IO-3 7.3 x 10—4
AE 1.0(1.0 x IO-7) 9.3 x IO-3 7.6 x IO-4
RE 1.0(l.l x IO"7) 8.7 x 10 “3 1.0

RES 1.1 x IO-9 3.4 x IO-5 3.0 x IO”7
Nopt 6 16 11
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The kernel defined as in EX 11 and 12 is called a Green’s function 
kernel, and the kernel in EX 13 is called a Volterra kernel. In EX 
11 , L2NM becomes smaller as n increases, but AE and RE have the 
constant value 1. This can be justified as follows. Recall that AE = 
max{|/o(?/)—/n(히)| | !/ € S} and the set S contains 1. Since kXi(l) = 0 
for any Xi G [0,1], /n(l) = 0 for any n. However, /o(l) = 1- Hence 
AE = 1 and RE = 1 were obtained. If 1 is eliminated from the set S 
when calculating AE and RE, then the nnmbers in parentheses were 
obtained. Hence, EX 11 is a typical example of proving numerically 
that the convergence in Zzmorm does not imply the convergence in 
ioo-norm. In EX 13, RE has the contant value 1. This is because 
kx(y) = 0 for y > x and so /n(y) = 0 if y is greater than x,(z = 
1,2,,n), but fo(y) is non-zero except for y = 1. For the examples 
given in Table 3, fn does not approximate /o well. One of the reasons 
might be that each basis function kx is not well-behaved and the 
problem Kf = g is not well-posed, so that the minimization process 
required to get fn does not work well, see Theorem 2.4. Another 
reason for this could be that it is so difficult to approximate 九 by a 
(finite) linear combination of the k』s.

5. Conclusions.
An advantage of the numerical method discussed in this paper is 

that it automatically provides an optimal set of basis functions ap
proximating the minimum norm solution in N(K) 보. If 2?(20 is finite 
dimensional, then any minimum norm solution /o can be expressed 
as a finite linear span of kx，s. Thus, for the case where R(K) is fi
nite dimensional, this numerical method approximates f()up to about 
machine accuracy (i.e., 15 decimal digits of accuracy) for n close to 
the dimension of U(A’), see Table 1. However, if R(K) is infinite di
mensional, the accuracy of this method depends on how well one can 
approximate the desired solution by a (finite) linear combination of 
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the kx’s and how serious the ill-posedness of the problem is, see Tables 
2 and 3. This numerical method is based on the £2-norm difference 
(not on the uniform norm), so that it is observed that for some prob
lems it can not approximate the minimum norm solution at certain 
points within the range of integration, see EX 11.
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